International Master’s Programme and Double-Degree Master’s Programme in Wireless Communications Engineering: WCE & DD-WCE

CWC Unit’s Orientation Day for New WCE and DD-WCE Students, as well as Discrete Study Right and Exchange Students of ECE Programmes

Time: Thursday, 2nd September, 2021, 12:00 (exactly) -16:00

ALL TIMES HERE ARE LOCAL HELSINKI TIME ZONE (UTC+2) TIMES CONVERT THEM INTO YOUR RESIDENCE TIME ZONE
https://www.timeanddate.com/time/map/

Venue: Zoom-link for distance learning/orientation meeting
https://oulu.zoom.us/j/64243041809

PROGRAMME

12:00-12:10 Introduction of Students, Teachers and Study Services Personnel
   Dr. Kari Kärkkäinen, Academic Coordinator of WCE Programme, CWC-RT

12:10-12:15 Welcome to University of Oulu and ITEE Faculty
   Professor Jari Iinatti, Education Dean of the ITEE Faculty, CWC-NS

12:15-12:55 Introduction to Research and Opportunities at Centre for Wireless Communications: Presentations of CWC-NS & CWC-RT Units
   Professor Jari Iinatti, Chair of CWC Networks & Systems Research Unit, CWC-NS
   Professor Markku Juntti, Chair of CWC Radio Technologies Research Unit, CWC-RT

12:55-13:15 Future Radio & RF Technologies Towards 5G and Beyond
   Prof. Aarno Pärssinen, CWC, Chair of Radio Technologies Research Group, CWC-RT

13:15-13:25 Welcome to the Faculty of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering: ITEE Service Cluster & Original B.Sc. Documents Delivery
   Ms. Virpi Viio, International Students Coordinator, ITEE Faculty &
   Ms. Vaili Jäämsä-Uusitalo, Academic Affairs Secretary, ITEE Faculty
13:25-13:35  **WCE Master’s Degree Programme Academic Services and Study Counselling at ITEE Service Cluster**  
Ms. Virpi Viio, International Students Coordinator, ITEE Faculty &  
Ms. Vaili Jämsä-Uusitalo, Academic Affairs Secretary, ITEE Faculty

13:35-14:05  **Study Culture and Practices of Education & Examination**  
Dr. Jari Hannu, Chair of all ECE Degree Programmes, Microelectronics Research Unit (MIC)

14:05-14:35  **WCE-RAN and WCE-RF Study Options & Personal Study Plan Coaching**  
Dr. Kari Kärkkäinen, Academic Coordinator of WCE Programme, CWC-RT

14:35-16:00  **Questions to Academic Personnel & Free-Form Discussion Dealing with Studies and Distance Learning & Examination Practices etc.**
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